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interpret definition meaning merriam
webster Apr 03 2024
1 to explain or tell the meaning of present in understandable
terms interpret dreams needed help interpreting the results 2
to conceive in the light of individual belief judgment or
circumstance construe interpret a contract 3 to represent by
means of art bring to realization by performance or direction
interprets a role

interpret english meaning cambridge
dictionary Mar 02 2024
to describe the meaning of something examine in order to
explain it s difficult to interpret these statistics without
knowing how they were obtained interpret verb change language

interpret definition meaning dictionary
com Feb 01 2024
to give or provide the meaning of explain explicate elucidate
to interpret the hidden meaning of a parable to construe or
understand in a particular way to interpret a reply as
favorable to bring out the meaning of a dramatic work music
etc by performance or execution

interpret definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Dec 31 2023
to decide what the intended meaning of something is it s
difficult to interpret these statistics without knowing how
they were obtained a jury should not interpret the silence of
a defendant as a sign of guilt fewer examples any change of
policy will be interpreted as a sign of weakness

interpret definition meaning synonyms
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vocabulary com Nov 29 2023
definitions of interpret verb make sense of assign a meaning
to how do you interpret his behavior synonyms construe see
consider reckon regard see view deem to be see more verb make
sense of a language synonyms read translate understand see
more verb give an interpretation or explanation to synonyms
rede see more verb

interpret definition and meaning collins
english dictionary Oct 29 2023
1 verb if you interpret something in a particular way you
decide that this is its meaning or significance the whole
speech might well be interpreted as a coded message to the
americans be verb ed as the judge quite rightly says that he
has to interpret the law as it s been passed verb noun

interpretation definition meaning merriam
webster Sep 27 2023
1 the act or the result of interpreting explanation 2 a
particular adaptation or version of a work method or style 3
a teaching technique that combines factual with stimulating
explanatory information natural history interpretation
program interpretational in ˌtər prə ˈtā sh ə nəl pə
adjective interpretative

interpret verb definition pictures
pronunciation and Aug 27 2023
transitive interpret something to explain the meaning of
something the students were asked to interpret the poem the
data can be interpreted in many different ways these results
must be interpreted cautiously

interpret verb definition pictures
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pronunciation and Jul 26 2023
check pronunciation interpret definition of interpret verb in
oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more

interpreting the constitution generally
constitution Jun 24 2023
thus interpretation is necessary to determine the meaning of
ambiguous provisions of the constitution or to answer
fundamental questions left unaddressed by the drafters

interpret in a sentence sentence examples
by cambridge May 24 2023
examples of interpret in a sentence how to use it 98 examples
objects cannot be interpreted as focal hence they must move
out they must

interpret definition meaning britannica
dictionary Apr 22 2023
1 object to explain the meaning of something interpret a
dream we need someone to interpret these results for us how
should we interpret the law rules decision 2 object to
understand something in a specified way i interpreted his
behavior to mean that he disliked me often as

interpreters of the constitution
constitution annotated Mar 22 2023
intro 8 1 interpreting the constitution generally intro 7 5
interpreters of the constitution another fundamental question
of constitutional law is who should definitively interpret
the meaning of the constitution including its basic values
and the rights it protects this key debate remains unresolved
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interpret synonyms 67 similar and
opposite words merriam Feb 18 2023
synonyms for interpret explain clarify illustrate demonstrate
simplify illuminate construe elucidate antonyms of interpret
obscure confuse cloud confound obfuscate befog

52 synonyms antonyms for interpret
thesaurus com Jan 20 2023
definition for interpret verb as in make sense of define
compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches clarify
construe decipher depict describe enact explain illustrate
portray read solve translate understand view strong matches

interpreting p values statistics by jim
Dec 19 2022
interpreting p values by jim frost 98 comments p values
determine whether your hypothesis test results are
statistically significant statistics use them all over the
place you ll find p values in t tests distribution tests
anova and regression analysis p values have become so
important that they ve taken on a life of their own

interpreting texts critically asking
questions empire Nov 17 2022
what does it mean to interpret a text critically it means
being a discerning reader who does the following questions
what you read thinks about what the author wants you to
believe and works to convince you decides whether the author
s views are worthy of agreement

interpret definition in american english
collins english Oct 17 2022
to clarify or explain the meaning of elucidate 2 transitive
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to construe the significance or intention of to interpret a
smile as an invitation 3 transitive to convey or represent
the spirit or meaning of a poem song etc in performance

how to interpret the ecg a systematic
approach ecg echo Sep 15 2022
how to interpret the ecg a systematic approach section
progress 0 complete a systematic approach to ecg
interpretation an efficient and safe method the ecg must
always be interpreted systematically failure to perform a
systematic interpretation of the ecg may be detrimental

translation versus interpretation what s
the difference Aug 15 2022
interpreters work with spoken or signed language they listen
to a speaker in one language and voice or sign what was said
in another language in real or almost real time interpreting
is a live service which helps meaningful conversation to
happen between people who don t share a common language
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